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Reminder of QED results for transition amplitudes

Spinors describe a specific spin state of the fermions

Spin averaged matrix element :

Unpolarize initial state and non-observation of final state spins
→ Average of possible initial state spins, sum over all final states:

Mandelstamm variables
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Vector current: 
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Angular distribution: 

Angular distribution is an effect of vector coupling
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LR→LR, RL→RLLR→RL, RL→LR

angular distribution becomes slightly asymmetric

In higher order QED or when Z contribution is included

- - - - - pure QED

_____ QED + Z corrections



Test of QED
≡ measurement of the electromagnetic fine structure constant α in differnt systems

2) Low energy range, accessible with small experiments

(magnetic moment of the electron → most precise test of QED)

1) High energy range, accessible with particle colliders

3) Condensed matter systems (quantum Hall effect, Josephson effect)
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e+ e- accelerators (a selection)

Accelerator Lab           Experiment                      √s              /Experiment

SPEAR                               SLAC         SPEAR                              2-8 GeV
PEP                                  SLAC      MARK …                         29 GeV 200-300 pb-1

PETRA                               DESY      PLUTO, TASSO 
JADE, CELLO, MARK J     12-47 GeV ~20 pb-1

TRISTAN                            KEK         TRISTAN                          50-60 GeV ~20 pb-1
LEP                                 CERN          DELPHI, L3, 

OPAL,  ALEPH                 90 GeV ~200 pb-1   

Reminder:  Test of QED at colliders:

experimental methods

Cross section (experimental definition)
: number of detected events

b : background fraction

: acceptance/efficiency

: integrated luminostiy of collider

J/Ψ discovery
τ discovery

gluon discovery
Aim: discovery of 3rd quark family
Z physics
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Particle detectors
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Experimental signatures



Bhabha scattering: e+e- → e+e-





Impressive agreement for first

order computation!



Higher order loop and radiative corrections

radiative corrections

loop corrections



Test of radiative corrections

Emission of photon in final state

→ final state particle are not 

anymore back-to-back

Very good agreement as well in higher order corrections.

s-channel

radiative

corrections
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Interlute: determination of integrated luminosity

Use reference process to determine :

small angel Bhabha scattering (low momentum transfer)

Small angle Bhabha scattering is t channel dominated;

theoretical cross section well known, 

background fraction b extremly low, ɛ (acceptance effects, efficiencies)

at LEP typical errors < 0.5%
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Luminosity determination a the LHC

Problem: Cross section for nearly all reference processes at LHC

rely on the knowledge of the proton structure functions

and cross sections for well understood processes are small!    

→ Need process independent luminosity determination!

Luminosity from first principle:
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Van der Meer scan:
Separate beams by knwon amount and measure the change of particle rate

known by the operations crew. 

only unknown: beam profiles at the collision points.
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Beam gas method:

measure beam profile by reconstruction the primary vertex position

of events from scattering the beam on gas in the beampipe
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Special features of LHCb: 

high precision vertex resolution and equipped

closed to the beam (8mm) an in high eta range

(forward region)

LHCb Beam-Gas-Method: ~ 1.5% resolution

→ average Van-der-Meet and BGM

Special BGM are about to be installed infront

and behind GPDs 

(General purpose detectors: ATLAS, CMS)

reconstructed vertices of beam gas events

vertex detector of LHCb experiment

Beam gas method revealed proton spread of the beam

→ correct for this systematical effect in Van der Meer scan
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Only s-channel possible, thus need to take interference with Z into account

+ interference + 

2



Effect of Z boson exchange

Clear deviation from QED

effect of electro-weak γ/Z inteference



Limits of QED

Possible deviation from QED:

Additonal heavy photon

Λ corresponds to the mass of

the new photon

Λ > 200 GeV

→ confirms „Coulomb law“  

& point-like nature of electron down to



Limits of QED

Similar tests have been performed in Bhabha scattering

s-channel interference t-channel

Combined PETRA result:

CL

CL



M

Discovery of the Tau Lepton MARK I (SLAC), 1975 M. Pearl et al.
Nobel Prize 1995 for M. Pearl







Rom 
From Quarks to Jets






